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Abstract— One of the most challenging areas in data mining is
Association rule mining. Several algorithms have been developed
to solve this problem. These algorithms work efficiently with static
datasets. But if new records are added time to time to the datasets
means if the datasets are incremental in nature, scenario of
association rules may changed. Some of the new itemsets may
become frequent, while some previously derived frequent set may
become infrequent. Due to updated dataset some rules that are
already derived may dropped and some new rules may arrive up.
For the up to-date rules over the updated dataset, if the association
mining technique redo the rule generation process for the whole
dataset, based on the frequent itemsets, simply by discarding the
earlier computed results, it will inefficient. It is mostly due to the
multiple scanning over the older dataset. Recently, temporal data
mining has become a core technical data processing technique to
deal with changing data. Actually, temporal databases are
continually appended or updated so that the discovered rules need
to be updated. In this paper we represent the survey of various
methods for incremental as well as temporal association rule
mining.

Fig I Process of Incremental Mining
The algorithms proposed for incremental mining were
unable to handle data which include time expression. So to
solve this problem new concept TAR (Temporal association
rule mining) was introduced.
Temporal association rule mining was first introduced by
Wang, Yang and Muntz in years 1999-2001. TAR (Temporal
Association Rule) algorithm was introduced first to solve the
problem on handling time-series by including time expression
into association rules. It helps to find the valuable relationship
among the different item sets, in temporal database. Temporal
association rules are different from traditional association
rules. Temporal association rules attempt to model temporal
relationships in the data.
Consider a simple example of temporal dataset as shown in
below Fig. There are four products A, B, C and D each one
has unique exhibition period.
Products A, B and C are exhibited from 2005 to 2013.
Product D exhibited from 2007 to 2013 .Product E is
exhibited from 2009 to 2013.
However, product F is exhibited from 2011 to 2013.
Traditional mining techniques do not take into account the
exhibition period of each item and use a unique minimum
support threshold [5].
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I. INTRODUCTION
In business applications previous transaction summary is
useful for identifying behavior of customer and thus help in
business decisions. Recent important applications have called
for the need of incremental mining. This is due to the
increasing use of the record-based databases whose data is
being continuously updated e.g. super market data, stock
market data, sales data etc. In general Missing values
comprise an important and unavoidable problem in data
mining, data management and analysis. Conventional mining
techniques are not capable of working with amusingness
directly, and require some form of work around or
pre-processing [6].
The update problem can be solved by generating the new
frequent itemsets. After that, the new association rules can be
compute from the new frequent itemsets. After getting the
new frequent itemsets an old frequent itemsets could become
infrequent in the updated database and an old infrequent
itemset might become frequent in the new database. The most
important aim of incremental mining techniques is to re-run
the mining algorithm on the only updated dataset. In next
section various algorithms are discussed for the incremental
mining. The concept of incremental mining is shown in below
Fig.

Fig II Example of temporal dataset
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II.

The original database is normally much bigger than the
incremental database. Therefore, scanning the original
database is time-consuming. So new fast update algorithm
(NFUP) is introduced.
NFUP does not require the rescanning of the original
database to detect new frequent itemsets [5], [18]. NFUP
partition the incremental database (db) by the time interval.
The frequent set of itemsets of db is known in advance.
NFUP scans each partition backward; the last partition is
scanned first.

RELATED WORK

Several algorithms have been proposed for mining
temporal association rule. These algorithms are based on
dividing temporal databases into several partitions according
to time and then mining temporal association rules by finding
frequent temporal itemsets within these partitions.
A. FUP [Cheung et al., 1996]
Algorithm FUP (Fast Update) handles databases with
transaction insertion only, but it is unable to deal with
deletion. FUP first scans the incremental part of dataset.
Then the whole dataset (old and new) next it performs
similar operation for k itemsets. Finally, after multiple
scanning it finds multiple frequent itemsets. The FUP
algorithm works efficiently with incremented datasets but it
cannot work efficiently with temporal datasets [3].

F. Modified Borders [Das and Bhattacharyya 2005]
This algorithm is a modified version of the borders algorithm
that minimizes unnecessary candidate generations. However,
this algorithm uses an additional user parameter apart from
the parameter support count which is sensitive. With proper
tuning of these parameters only- a better performance of the
algorithm is possible.
When this additional parameter’s value is closer to the
support count, the algorithm converges to the borders
algorithm. Depending on this parameter, the border sets has
been divided into four different sets B', B'', B''' and B''''. The
probability of becoming promoted border set is the highest for
the elements of B' and lowest for B'''' [7], [3].

B. FUP2 [Cheung et al. (1997)]
An extension to FUP algorithm FUP2 is introduced for
updating the existing association rules when transactions are
added to and deleted from the database. It can deal with
insertion as well as deletion [3], [7].
It extracts the rules from the final dataset by considering
newly added part and deleted part. FUP2 algorithm also has
poor performance if it applies on temporal datasets.
C. PPM [C.

G. ISPF [Mohsin Naqvi1, Kashi Hussain1, Sohail Asghar1,
Simon Fong (2007)]
Incremental Standing method for Segment Progressive
Filter modifies the frequent patterns in pace with changes to
the database over the time.
ISPF first divides the database according to the common
start and end times of the item sets, and it considers the
updates of the temporal association rules. ISPF optimized
such that scanning of database is minimized [10].

H. Lee et al (2002)]

Progressive Partition Miner is proposed to discover general
temporal association rule. In PPM the database is first
partitioned by the size of time granularity. The PPM
algorithm is applying with a filtering threshold mechanism on
each partition of the database to prune out those cumulatively
infrequent 2-itemsets. PPM is scan reduction technique.
PPM algorithm works efficiently with temporal databases.
However, limitation of this technique is its ability to deal with
problems of incremental mining [3].

H. ITARM [Tarek et al 2010]
Proposed Incremental Mining of Temporal Association
Rules algorithm to discover the temporal frequent item set
after the temporal transaction database has been updated. The
basic idea of ITARM algorithm depends on previously
generated 2-candidate item set with their supports.
ITRAM works as it checks first the extension of the
pervious partition and attempts to find 2-candidate item set
from the new partition; if it succeeds then it merges the
current partition with the pervious partition, and from there it
finds the 2-candidate item set. This approach is basically
introduced to facilitate incremental mining techniques over an
ever updating transaction database [5], [9].
ITARM uses tree method to find frequent itemset, but it is
very difficult to maintain a tree if databases is incremental in
nature.

D. SPF [Cheng. Y. Chang et (2002)]
Segment Progressive filter algorithm first divides the
database into certain imposed time granularity. Then in
illumination of exhibition period of each item, it further
segments the database based on their common starting and
ending times. For each part of the database it finds the
2-candidate item set with a cumulative filtering threshold.
SPF is also employs scan reduction technique for
generating candidate K-item set. After generating all
candidates it generates the sub-candidate and counts for the
value of support.
Temporal databases are continuously updated or appended.
This algorithm first finds out the old frequent itemsets that
will remain frequent in the updated dataset also. Then it
checks for possible new frequent itemset, and if found then
new candidates are generated. Limitation of SPF algorithm is
it does not perform any incremental mining technique on the
refreshing database [10].

I. RUPF [Abhay Mundra, Poonam Tomar, Deepak
Kulhare]
The maintenance of dynamic dataset is an important
problem. RUPF (Rapid Update in Frequent Pattern) algorithm
reduces the number of times to scan the database (old and
new) to generate frequent pattern. As a result, the algorithm
has faster execution time than previous algorithm [8].

E. NFUP [Chin-Chen Chang Yu-Chiang Li 2005]
The basic idea behind of previous incremental mining
techniques is to reduce the number of times that databases
need to be scanned. Although those techniques may avoid
some unnecessary scanning, they do rescan the original
database [6].
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partitions the incremental database logically according to unit
time interval (month, quarter or year). RFPM progressively
accumulates the occurrence count of each candidate
according to the partitioning characteristics and works
efficiently as compared to previous algorithms.

III. COMPARATIVE STUDY
Following table shows the comparative study between
some of the methods mentioned above
Table I Comparison between various methods
Name of
Method
FUP

FUP2

Scanning
Method/
Concept used
Multiple
Scanning and
Apriori based
Multiple
Scanning

Nature of dataset
It works on
Incremented dataset
only
It works on
incremented as well
as decremented
dataset

Performan
ce

REFERENCES

Poor

1.
2.

Poor

3.
Average

NFUP

PPM

SPF

ITARM

It scans only
incremented
dataset not
original dataset
Multiple
Scanning
Scanning by
maximal
candidate
itemset
Based on FP
growth tree

It works on
incremented
datasets only and it
can also works with
temporal dataset
It works on
incremented
datasets only
It works on
incremented,
decremented
datasets and also
temporal datasets
It works on
incremented
datasets and
temporal datasets

4.

5.
Good
6.

Good

7.
Average
8.

The performance of FUP and FUP2 is poor because they
need multiple scanning over the original datasets and they
cannot work efficiently if they applied on temporal datasets.
The algorithm NFUP has average performance since it
scans incremented dataset only no need to rescan the original
dataset and it works efficiently with temporal datasets as
compared to FUP and FUP2.
The performance of PPM and SPF is good while the
performance of ITARM is average because it uses FP growth
tree and maintenance of the tree is very difficult

9.

10.

11.

12.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

13.

In the real world, databases are dynamic. In dynamic
databases new transactions are appended as time advances.
Therefore, mining have to be repeated. Valid patterns and
rules must to be efficiently generated. Scanning the original
database is very expensive and time consuming.
Several methods are proposed for avoiding the rescanning
of the original database. FUP work for only incremented
database and FUP2 will work for both incremented as well as
decremented. Other methods like MAAP, Modified borders
also reduce the process of database scanning but they have
limitation they will not work for incremental temporal
datasets.
The concept of temporal association rule has been
introduced in order to solve the problem of handling time
series by including time expressions into association rules.
There are several methods like NFUP, ITARM, PPM and SPF
where proposed to solve the problem of finding temporal
association rules in the transaction database. They also reduce
the time needed for generating new candidates by storing
candidate 2-itemsets.
This study proposes a new algorithm called RFPM
(Recurrent Frequent Pattern Mining) algorithm. RFPM
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